XORPTION™ Orthopedic Cages, used in Tibial Tuberosity Advancements (TTA), are manufactured using the highest grade of proven bioabsorbable polymers so the implants have the same mechanical strength as titanium, but they literally disappear within 12 months, post procedure. Our TTA cages feature interchangeable wings, allowing the surgeon to choose the correct wing size for the patient and then attach the desired cage. Available in 6mm, 9mm, and 12mm sizes!

WHAT SURGEONS ARE SAYING...

“The XORPTION TTA cage provided us with a successful solution for revising a dog with a titanium TTA implant. She had suffered a complete wound breakdown and exposure of the implants. The resorbable cage has removed the potential requirement for the challenging removal of an osseous-integrated cage in the future.”

- Scott Rigg BVMS CertSAS MRCVS, Bridge Vets, Aberdeen

XORPTION TTA PRODUCT BENEFITS:

- Bioabsorption profile mimics that of natural bone healing
- Proprietary compounding of materials provides faster bone growth in clinical studies*
- Radiolucent for better postoperative imaging
- No tissue reaction and easy removal, if necessary
- Lot controlled for complete implant traceability

*Clinical Study Available
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